
A year of Pig and incessant moving to the new scientific performing 

 

It is approaching to completion 2018 year! We are dream, that the next year of 

Pig will bring to us is not only prosperity and pleasure from changes, which take place 

in socio-economic life of country, but also  to achievement of those aims and tops, on 

which to aimed transformations, what is experienced our magazine. 

It is possible, that our readers and authors are have attention to those changes, 

which took place already in composition the editorial board of magazine, in the 

increased requirements, which are pulled out to the high-quality filling of maintenance 

of the articles and its criticizing. All of it is related to our incessant moving to the higher 

scientific and applied value of researches which are published, and their confession, in 

international scientific and metrical bases, such as Web of Science and Scopus, in what 

of us try to enter. We can proudly to reported, that our magazine already has the high 

rating in all other international scientific and metrical bases, such as Index Copernicus, 

which on results the last rating proposed a value 97,3 from 100 possible. It is absolute 

motivation for all editorials collective to arrive at other tops which are "Everest" of 

scientific confession. Still we gradually and confidently are advanced, changing on the 

way is not only an editorial collective, but also founders, trying to the same to support 

regulations, quality and scientific character of edition, extend and expose research in the 

different areas of knowledge, spheres of specialization and directions of activity, which 

are conducted in the different countries of the world. 

Have a hope that next year to the list of our authors will added them, which 

intend to storm new tops for development and opening of the potential already in the 

scientific and metrical bases of Web of Science and Scopus together with us! So, I wish 

in New Year creative animation all of us, to enthusiasm in an incessant desire to 

subjugate the new tops of scientific confession are not only in the receipt of the certain 

rating, but also in pleasure from work which is an impulse to the forward movement. 

Let desires will come real, the best achievements will be, health and prosperity 

will have all families, world and consent will be at our country! 

Sheaf-Editor of the magazine 

"Time Description of Economic Reform"     Tetyana Calinescu 


